
People Planning: Timekeeping
How to Interpret On Call/Call In/Guarantees

How to Interpret On Call / Call In / Guarantees:
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Go to the Timecard of the employee with an On 

Call shift.

Look for the On Call label in the Pay Code column to 

tell which shift was the On Call shift. 

Click the down arrow at the bottom middle of the 

screen to bring up the totals.

Change the tab from All to Daily. 

There is a Call In Guarantee of four hours. This 

means if the employee punches in for less than four 

hours, the Call In Guarantee will make up the 

difference.
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The Call In pay code will only be used if the 

employee punches in while On Call.

There can be up to three possible pay codes 

associated with an On Call shift. Call In, Call In 
Guarantee, and On Call.

The On Call pay code is used for the remainder of 

the scheduled on call shift that doesn’t fall under 

either Call In or Call In Guarantee.
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Click the day on the timecard where the On Call shift 

took place to view the pay codes for that day.
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However, if the employee does not clock in while On 
Call, no Call In Guarantee will trigger.

Examples on next page



People Planning: Timekeeping
On Call Crossing Day Divide Example

On Call / Call In / Guarantee Example:

Note

The day divide occurs at 7:30am. This means even if the shift in the schedule column of the timecard appears to be from 

12am – 12am on one day, the time in the timecard will be split between two days at the 7:30am mark. See examples 

below for clarification.

In this example, the On Call shift begins on Sunday, 12/13 at 12:00am and ends on Monday, 12/14 at 12:00am. The 7.5 

hours from 12am to 7:30am are assigned to Saturday 12/12, because the system recognizes 7:30am as the start of a 

new day. The 16.5 hours from 7:30am to 12am are assigned to Sunday.

Example

1 Below is the total for Saturday. From the timecard view, it looks as though no hours were worked, but from the totals tab 

at the bottom of the screen you can see the 7.5 On Call hours were assigned to Saturday.

2 Below is the total for Sunday. From the timecard view, it looks as though 24 hours were assigned to Sunday, but from the 

totals tab at the bottom you can see there was only 16.5 On Call hours assigned.

3 7.5 hours On Call Saturday 

+ 16.5 hours On Call Sunday 

= 24 hours total



People Planning: Timekeeping
On Call/Call In/Guarantee Example

On Call / Call In / Guarantee Example

Example

1

2

In this example, the On Call shift once again begins on Sunday, 12/13 at 12:00am and ends on Monday, 12/14 at 

12:00am. 7.5 hours are assigned to Saturday as discussed in the previous example. That leaves a total of 16.5 hours 

assigned on Sunday. Because the employee punched in from 8am-9am, this will be assigned to the Call In pay code on 

Sunday. No other punches occur, so three hours will be assigned to the Call In Guarantee pay code on Sunday. 

**Remember: If the employee punches in while On Call, the Call In Guarantee + Call In must equal at least 4 hours. If 

there isn’t at least 4 hours of Call In, the pay code Call In Guarantee make’s up the difference, up to 4 hours.**

The remaining 12.5 hours will be assigned to the On Call pay code on Sunday.

Below is the total for Sunday.

7.5 hours On Call Saturday

+ 1 hour Call In Sunday 

+ 3 hours Call In Guarantee Sunday 

+ 12.5 hours On Call Sunday 

= 24 hours total 

This punch triggers Call In, but because its only 

for an hour, the Call In Guarantee makes up the 

3-hour difference, for the 4-hour minimum.


